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New York Fashion Week Powered By Art Hearts Fashion (2)
AT THE ANGEL ORENSANZ EVENT SPACE IN NYC

New York City, 19.12.2018, 23:39 Time

USPA NEWS - New York Fashion Week powered by Art Hearts Fashion looked very sharp and unique this year. The show took place
at the captivating and out-of-this-world Angel Orensanz Event Space in New York City from September 6th ““ 10th. Everyone was
invited to admire one of the most state-of-the-art and imaginative fashion shows in the world. All models were glamorous sparkling
stars walking through a heavenly corridor designed for earthly goddesses. 

New York Fashion Week powered by Art Hearts Fashion looked very sharp and unique this year. The show took place at the
captivating and out-of-this-world Angel Orensanz Event Space in New York City from September 6th ““ 10th. Everyone was invited to
admire one of the most state-of-the-art and imaginative fashion shows in the world. All models were glamorous sparkling stars walking
through a heavenly corridor designed for earthly goddesses.

The show on September 7th presented designers´ collections in blocks of three. Tonight's edition did showcase clothes for female,
male and kids as well. We were able to witness the collections of Janay Deann Designs, Femata Couture, Maria Elena Couture,
Rebecca Justh, House of Byfield, Sarene Fu, Madeline Stuart 21 Reasons Why, Surprise Performance, and Lila Nikole. All designers
unfolded, furthermore, widespread familiarity with their textiles; they created a huge selection of fantastically creative outfits. They
brought passion, glamour, and heterogeneity to the spectacle. All garments displayed spirited colors and exclusive fabrics that fit the
myriad shapes to perfection.

Janay Deanne Designs creates thrilling new designs for preschoolers to adults. She is a very passionate and creative designer, ready
to spark the imagination of the audience. Her talents are recognized across the United States. Her passion and love is an enduring
source of inspiration for other fashion designers.  

Femata Couture , through her designs, looks for connections to the world we live in and with the sacred. She invites us to listen
carefully and closely to ourselves, to our thoughts, to change the world we live in through positive new attitudes. Her unique garments
have revolutionized fashion designers practice and styles.

Maria Elena Couture (MEC) is a New York City-based fashion company founded in 2014 by the famous fashion designer Maria Elena
Piña-Fonti. With Cuban flavor and retro glamour influences around her, she can create unique twenty-first-century designs. Her
innovative and unique artistic fashionable prints and patterns, combined with vibrant colors, shapes, and textures, are of enormous
importance to a host of modern women who are inspired by her vision.  

Rebecca Justh is devoted to her exceptional clothing design and brilliant sewing creativity. Her combination of colors is a visual
manifestation of her inner feelings. Furthermore, the usage of fashionable materials, such as silk, cotton, wool, leather, and fur, are
used in her garments.
Lately, she has used glass, as an expression of light, decorated with gold and platinum, tied up with silk, embedded in the garments in
the form of different masterworks designs that would communicate the language of her spirit.

Carmicheal Byfield has a great passion for men clothing. He is from Kingston, Jamaica but moved to the Netherlands in 2008 after
spending many years in New York City where he "earned an associate degree in fashion" [1] from Parsons College. There, he enrolled
in a fashion school where he enjoyed a prolific period in his life, spending most of his time creating images and combining fabrics,
inspired by Jamaican culture, which eventually led him to produce a series of colorful, elegant and sophisticated diverse garments with
a sporty touch. His presence in the fashion world has introduced his artistic genius to a wider audience around the world.

“Sarene Fu is a Taiwan based wedding gown designer.“� [2] Sarene is most well-known today for her series of bridal gowns
creations. Learning how to sew at a very young age, she forged an entirely new direction for the fashion world. She attended college
and received a "non-fashion related degree." [3] To enhance her skills as a fashion designer, she spent some time in Sydney, Milan,



Beijing, and other cities around the world. Sarene Fu brings a new design approach to bridal by choosing fabric from "traditional
Chinese elements." [4] "Sarene Fun" signature creates a new vision for the classy women.

Super model “Madeline Stuart officially announces the release of her clothing line '21 Reasons Why by Madeline Stuart' “�. [5]
Madeline Stuart made a name for herself not only in the fashion world but also “as the first career model with down syndrome.“� [6]

The name of her brand is fashioned from her 21st chromosome, showcasing 21 reasons why we should celebrate life. The so well
known name of her brand is “fashioned from her 21st chromosome, showcasing 21 reasons why we should celebrate life.“� [7] She
has created one of the most famous clothing label mirroring her everyday trend. She also introduced the message of inclusion to the
whole world; “that there are no boundaries regardless of your age, size, race, height, or disability.“� [8]

Argyle Grant is an innovative and very successful “men's swim and lifestyle brand from Los Angeles, California.“� [9] It was founded
by businessmen Ryan Morgan. Argyle Grant is set apart for the love of fashion, combining the best in Italian fabric, empowering
individuality and character, and setting higher expectations for its label. Morgan devoted his full energies to battle the baggy board
shorts and skimpy Speedos. Argyle Grant industry evolved from “fashionable swim short to stylish street short.“� [10] 

Lila Nikole Collection is an “innovative couture swimwear line which had made a strong presence in the swimwear industry.“� [11] Lila
Nikole Rivera uses color as an expressive element of beauty, glamour, power, and artistic elegance. Her wide selection of pieces
displays a deep interest in subject matters of every kind, demonstrating a great stylistic versatility that enables her to supply fresh new
swimwear styles continuously. Lila Nikole Rivera incorporates her Latin heritage “into the design concepts and themes.“� [12] Her
vision has become a journey of success that was built up from the ground to where it is, and her influence is and remains immense and
widely acknowledged by her admirers and competitors.

To view images and videos of the designer collections visit: www.NYFW.net/schedule

Art Hearts Fashion pulled off an astoundingly fascinating and pristine production this season. We all witnessed strong collections that
brought great excitement to the runway and a sweet electrifying embellishment to the atmosphere.
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